In cold nuclear matter, the shifts in the mass and current-meson coupling as well the vector self energy of the exotic X(3872) are calculated using the diquark-antidiquark current within the framework of the in-medium two-point QCD sum rule. At the rest frame of the medium, the three momentum of the considered particle is fixed to remove the contributions of the particles with negative energy. In the calculations, we include the in-medium condensates of quark-quark, gluongluon and quark-gluon. It is observed that, the shift due to the nuclear matter is negative and is about 25% when the saturation density is used. Such shift is considerably large and comparable with the nucleon' mass shift due to the nuclear medium. The negative shift in the current-meson coupling due to nuclear matter is approximately 10%. At the saturation density, the vector self energy of the exotic X(3872) state is found to be Συ = 1.31 GeV. It is shown that the mass, current-meson coupling and vector self energy of X(3872) strongly depend on the density of cold nuclear matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the new hadronic states such as mesonmeson, meson-baryon and baryon-baryon molecules, tetraquarks, pentaquarks, hybrids and glueballs have been in the focus of much attention. These exotic states can not be considered as the usual quark-antiquark or three-quark form of the well-known hadronic spectroscopy. Both the quark model and QCD do not exclude the existence of such states. Hence, the investigation of such states can play essential role in understanding of their structures and gaining useful knowledge on the perturbative and non-perturbative natures of QCD.
Among the exotic states, the tetraquark state X(3872) is one of the most interesting particles. Firstly, the Belle Collaboration [1] detected X(3872) as a narrow charmonium-like state produced in the exclusive decay process B ± → K ± π + π − J/ψ, which decays into π + π − J/ψ, with a mass of m X = 3872.0 ± 0.6(stat) ±0.5(syst) MeV. It was confirmed later in some other experiments: CDF II Collaboration [2] viapp collisions with m X = 3871.3 ± 0.7(stat) ±0.4(syst) MeV, D0 Collaboration [3] again inpp collisions with the mass difference between the X(3872) state and J/ψ as 774.9 ± 3.1 (stat)±3.0 (syst) MeV and BABAR detector [4] at the PEP-II e + e − asymmetric-energy storage ring with the mass 3873.4 ± 1.4 MeV. Belle Collaboration also assigned the quantum numbers of X(3872) as J P C = 1 ++ [5] . The decay width of X(3872) state was estimated as Γ X(3872) < 1.2 MeV [6, 7] . Following the discovery of X(3872) both the theoretical and experimental researches on the non-conventional particles gained an acceleration. Such that, many tetraquark and pentaquark states have been discovered in the experiments and a rush of theoretical papers on the structures of the discovered and possible exotic particles appeared. Despite a lot of theoretical and experimental studies; the structure, nature and quark organisation of the newly founded states have not been understood exactly, yet. There are a lot of suggestions on the nature of the exotic X(3872) states, for instance, see Refs. . In Ref. [28] [29] , it was suggested that it might be a J P C = 1 ++ cusp due to the DD * threshold. The author in Ref. [30] presented a study on the possibility of X(3872) to be considered as a hybrid state of ccg. In another study, Ref. [31] , it is proposed that X(3872) can be a vector glueball mixed with neighbouring vector states of charmonium. Despite a lot of studies on the structure of X(3872), it' nature remains unclear and needs to be investigated further.
Almost all studies on the properties of X(3872) and other exotic states have been performed in vacuum and there is almost no study on the in-medium properties of non-conventional particles, except Ref. [39] which investigates the thermal properties of X(3872). Investigation of the in-medium properties of exotic states, besides the standard hadrons, can play crusial role in the analysing of the results of the heavy-ion collision experiments. Many experimental collaborations, such as PANDA, CBM at FAIR and NICA are planning to study the in-medium properties of hadrons including the newly discovered nonconventional states [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . For instance, PANDA have focused on the search of the not-yet discovered glueballs and on the already discovered but not-yet understood X, Y, Z states, [40] . Therefore investigation of exotic particles in medium becomes an attractive and exciting subject.
In the present study, we are going to evaluate the spectroscopic parameters such as the mass, current-meson coupling constant and vector self energy of the exotic X(3872) at cold nuclear medium within the in-medium two-point QCD sum rule method and considering a diquark-antidiquark picture for this particle. We will look for the shifts on the quantities under consideration due to the nuclear matter at a saturation density. We will discuss the variations of parameters of X(3872) with respect to the variations of the density, as well.
This work is organised in the following way. In section II, the in-medium QCD sum rules for the mass and current-meson coupling of the exotic X(3872) (in what follows denoted as X) are obtained. In section III, the numerical analysis of the obtained in-medium sum rules are performed. We investigate the variations of the quantities with respect to the variations of the density and calculate the shifts on the quantities under consideration due to the nuclear matter in this section. The last section includes our concluding remarks.
II. IN-MEDIUM QCD SUM RULES FOR THE SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF THE EXOTIC X(3872)
In the framework of the QCD sum rules, for the calculation of the mass and current coupling constant of X, we start with the following in-medium two-point correlation function:
where p is the four momentum of X, |ψ 0 is the parity and time-reversal symmetric ground state of the nuclear matter and η µ (x) is the interpolating current of X. In diquark-antidiquark model, the interpolating current of X with the quantum numbers J P C = 1 ++ is written as [36] 
where a, b, c, d and e are color indices, q represents u or d light quark and C is the charge conjugation matrix. To obtain the QCD sum rules for the mass and current coupling constant of X, the aforementioned correlation function is calculated in two different representations: hadronic (Had) and QCD with the help of operator product expansion (OPE). These two representations are equated through a dispersion relation to get the desired sum rules. To suppress the contributions of the higher states and continuum, a Borel transformation as well as continuum subtraction are applied to both sides of the obtained sum rules.
A. Hadronic Representation
In the hadronic side, the correlation function is obtained in terms of the hadronic degrees of freedom. By performing integration over four-x, we get
In terms of spectral densities, the hadronic correlation function can be written in an integral form as
where the spectral densities ∆ρ
are obtained in the following form:
It is necessary to remove the negative-energy pole contribution. For this purpose the correlation function is multiplied by the weight function (ω −Ē p )e −ω 2 M 2 and the integral over ω is performed from −ω 0 to ω 0 ,
Here, M 2 is the Borel mass parameter and ω 0 is the threshold parameter of the subtraction. These parameters will be fixed in numerical analyses. As a result of these calculations, the final form of the hadronic side of correlation function is obtained in terms of the corresponding structures as
The correlation function in QCD side is calculated in terms of QCD degrees of freedom in deep Euclidean region by the help of the operator product expansion. We can decompose the correlation function in QCD side in terms of different structures as
The coefficient of each structure can be represented in terms of the corresponding spectral density as
where ∆ρ
OP E i
(ω, p) are the imaginary parts of the correlation functions Π
(p 0 , p). For the calculation of spectral densities, the explicit form of the interpolating current is substituted into the correlation function in Eq.
(1) and all quark pairs are contracted by applying the Wick's theorem. As a result, we get
in terms of the light and heavy quark propagators. The abbreviationS q(c) = CS T q(c) C has been used in the above equation. The light and heavy quark propagators in coordinate space and in the fixed point gauge are written in m q → 0 limit as
and
where χ i q andχ j q are the Grassmann background quark fields. We use the short-hand notation
where, F A µν are classical background gluon fields, and
with λ ij,A being the standard Gell-Mann matrices. Using Eqs. (17) and (18) in Eq. (16), we get the products of the Grassmann background quark fields and classical background gluon fields which correspond to the ground-state matrix elements of the corresponding quark and gluon operators [49, 51] ,
where ρ N is the nuclear matter density.
To proceed; the quark, gluon and mixed condensates are needed to be defined in nuclear matter. The matrix element q aα (x)q bβ (0) ρN can be parameterized as [49] 
The quark-gluon mixed condensate can also be defined as
where
is the four-derivative. The matrix element of the four-dimension gluon condensate can also be parametrized as
where the last term in this equation has a negligible contribution, so it can be ignored safely. The different operators in Eqs. (20-22) are defined as [49, 52] :
where, in their derivations, the equation of motion has been used and the terms O(m 2 q ) have been neglected due to their ignorable contributions [49] .
After using the above in-medium operators, the correlation function in the coordinate space is derived. In order to transfer the calculations to momentum space, we use
and replace x ν by i ∂ ∂pν . The following formula is used to perform the resultant four-integrals:
(26) By the help of the following relation, we extract the imaginary parts corresponding to different structures:
(27) To get rid of the contributions of the negative energy particles, the expressions in the OPE side are multiplied by the weight function (w −Ē p )e − w 2 M 2 , as well and the following integrals are performed over w:
The obtained results are functions of w 0 and M 2 . Applying the continuum subtraction procedure (for details see for instance [53] ) with the aim of more suppression of the contributions of the higher states and continuum we obtain the following representation in the Borel scheme:
where we have used w 0 = s * 0 with s * 0 being the continuum threshold in nuclear matter. Here, ρ
(s) are the new spectral densities and they are given in terms of the perturbative (pert), two-quark condensate, two-gluon and mixed quark-gluon condensates parts as
As examples , we present the explicit forms of the above spectral densities corresponding to the structure g µν in Appendix.
After getting the hadronic and the OPE sides of the correlation function and matching the coefficients of the selected structures form both sides, the following sum rules are obtained
which will be used in our numerical calculations.
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSES
For the numerical analyses of the physical quantities under consideration in nuclear matter and vacuum, we need the value of the saturated nuclear matter density and the in-medium and vacuum operators, whose numerical values are presented in Table 1 .
Besides these input parameters, the obtained QCD sum rules are also functions of two auxiliary parameters: the Borel mass parameter M 2 and the continuum threshold s * 0 . The working intervals for these auxiliary parameters are found based on the standard prescriptions of the method used. The standard criteria for the calculation of working intervals for these parameters are weak dependence of the results on these parameters, achieving to the maximum pole contributions (PC), convergence of the series of the OPE and exceeding of the perturbative parts over the non-perturbative contributions. As a result, we get 3 GeV
for M 2 and
for s * 0 . Considering these intervals of the auxiliary parameters we plot the pole contribution versus M 2 in figure  1 at different fixed values of the in-medium continuum threshold. From this figure we extract the average value of PC which is 56% of the total contribution. This is a good amount of pole contribution in a tetraquark channel. Now, to see how the results vary with respect to the Borel mass M 2 , in figure 2 , we plot the ratio of the mass in nuclear matter to the mass in vacuum, m * X /m X , (top-panel), the ratio of the vector self energy to vacuum mass, Σ υ /m X (mid-panel) and the ratio of the in-medium current-meson coupling to it' vacuum value, f * X /f X , (bottom-panel) versus M 2 for three different values of continuum threshold and at the saturated nuclear matter density, ρ sat = 0.11 3 GeV 3 . As is seen, the results very weakly depend on the variations of the Borel parameter M 2 . We also see very small variations of the results when we change the value of the in-medium threshold in its working region. Obtained from our analyses, we find an average %25 negative shift in the mass of X particle due to the cold nuclear medium when the saturation density is used. The shift in the meson-current coupling is about %10 and is negative. Such shifts in the mass and residue of X are comparable with those of the nucleon obtained in Ref. [51] . These considerable shifts in the values of the parameters of X can be attributed to its up/down quark content which strongly interacts with the nucleons in the medium. We find the average value of the vector self energy of X particle as Σ υ = 1.31 GeV at saturation density, ρ sat N = 0.11 3 . It is also possible to investigate the effects of nuclear matter density to the shifts on the mass, vector self energy and the current-meson coupling. For this purpose, in figure 3 , we plot m *
sat N at the average value of the Borel parameter and at fixed values of continuum thresholds. As is seen from these figures, the ratios m * X /m X , Σ υ /m X and f * X /f X strongly depend on the density. It is worth noting that the dependencies of these ratios on the nuclear matter density are roughly linear.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we used the interpolating current in a diquark-antidiquark form to investigate the spectroscopic parameters of the famous X(3872) tetraquark in the cold nuclear matter. This is the first attempt to calculate the properties of non-conventional particles in nuclear matter. The properties of standard hadrons in nuclear medium were previously investigated extensively in the literature (see for instance Refs. [49, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] and references theirin). We derived the in-medium sum rules to evaluate the shifts in the mass and current-meson coupling of the X(3872) as well as found its vector self energy. The obtained results reveal that the mass of X(3872) is considerably affected by the nuclear matter. We found a negative 25% shift in its mass when the saturation density was used. The shift in the current-meson coupling is also negative and it is roughly 10% of its vacuum value. We found the vector self energy of X(3872) at the saturated density to be Σ υ = 1.31 GeV. The order of shifts in the mass and residue of this particle is comparable with these of the nucleon investigated in Ref. [51] .
We also investigated the dependence of the ratios m * X /m X , Σ υ /m X and f * X /f X on the nuclear matter density. We observed that, although the dependencies are linear the results strongly depend on the nuclear matter density.
The results obtained in the present work may be used in analyses of the heavy ion collision experiments as well as those which are aiming to investigate the properties of the standard and non-conventional hadrons in nuclear medium such as PANDA Collaboration at FAIR.
Any experimental results on the in-medium properties of X(3872) and comparison of those with the results of the present study can increase our knowledge of the exotic states and help us gain useful information on the not well-known structures of the exotic states, specially the newly discovered tetraquarks.
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Appendix: The spectral densities used in the calculations
In this Appendix, we collect the spectral densities corresponding to the g µν structure used in the calculations: 
